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During the last decade research on working memory – the ability to memorize, manipulate and retrieve the information “on-the-fly” – shifted our understanding of the responsible anatomical substrates from the discrete brain areas toward the complex neuronal network. Further advances in electrophysiological research led to the hypothesis regarding the critical importance of the precise synchronization between the local areas and the global network during working memory processes. Both local and global computations in the brain result in brain oscillations – rhythmically alternating bioelectrical fields. Different fields, which correspond to different types of computations, coexist in same anatomical structures due to their abilities to oscillate with the different frequencies. Some of the brain oscillations, mostly the slow ones, characterize the global processes and long-range connections, while less powerful fast oscillations correspond to the local task-specific operations.

In the current manuscript we aimed to explore the main mechanism of coordination between the local area and the global network – cross-frequency coupling. Cross-frequency coupling is the phenomenon of the synchronization between the power fluctuations of the fast (“local”) oscillations and the phase of the slow (“global”) oscillation. Hypothetically, during the working memory task the fast oscillations, commonly referred as gamma rhythm, characterize the processing of specific memory items, while the slow oscillation, namely theta rhythm, organizes the items in the “baskets” to prevent the confusion and realign them with the time.

To demonstrate, for the first time, the causal relevance of the cross-frequency coupling, we developed the novel methods for the external control over the ongoing cross-frequency communications in the human brain using the cross-frequency transcranial alternating
current stimulation (tACS). We demonstrated the ability to enhance the working memory performance and modify the brain state in humans by manipulating with the brain oscillations using cross-frequency tACS. The observed effect significantly overcame the effects of targeted manipulation with any single frequency separately. This indicates the superior interference and resonance of the cross-frequency tACS with the natural brain activity. Furthermore, we provided the new evidences that specific frequency range (80-100 Hz) and phase coordination characterize the optimal state of the working memory system in healthy humans.
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Highlights

- Both theta and theta-gamma tACS improve working memory performance
- Theta-gamma tACS protocols have greater effect on working memory than theta tACS
- High gamma power over the peak, but not over the trough, of theta wave boosts memory
- The optimal gamma frequencies manifest in the 80 to 100 Hz frequency range
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In Brief
Alekseichuk et al. demonstrate the role of theta-gamma cross-frequency coupling in human prefrontal cortex for working memory by using causal inference. They applied cross-frequency transcranial alternating current stimulation and showed the phase and frequency specificity of theta-gamma rhythms during working memory performance.
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SUMMARY

Previous, albeit correlative, findings have shown that the neural mechanisms underlying working memory critically require cross-structural and cross-frequency coupling mechanisms between theta and gamma neural oscillations. However, the direct causality between cross-frequency coupling and working memory performance remains to be demonstrated. Here we externally modulated the interaction of theta and gamma rhythms in the prefrontal cortex using novel cross-frequency protocols of transcranial alternating current stimulation to affect spatial working memory performance in humans. Enhancement of working memory performance and increase of global neocortical connectivity were observed when bursts of high gamma oscillations (80–100 Hz) coincided with the peaks of the theta waves, whereas superimposition on the trough of the theta wave and low gamma frequency protocols were ineffective. Thus, our results demonstrate the sensitivity of working memory performance and global neocortical connectivity to the phase and rhythm of the externally driven theta-gamma cross-frequency synchronization.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen advances in neuronal recording and analytical techniques that extend our understanding of brain waves as manifestations of a complex system characterized by both single rhythms and critical cross-frequency features [1, 2]. The multilevel organization of brain oscillations integrates functional brain systems across multiple spatiotemporal scales [3, 4], and thus implies a sophisticated solution for the highly precise temporal coordination between the fast local neuronal computations with external input and the global system state [5, 6]. In order to effectively propagate and maintain information in neural networks, neurons form assembly sequences that give rise to mesoscopic and macroscopic network oscillations. These are characterized by cross-frequency phase-amplitude coupling [7]—the phenomenon of synchronization between the power and the phase of fast and slow oscillations [1]. Cross-frequency coupling has been detected both in the hippocampal and neocortical areas and is associated with multiple cognitive processes, including memory and attention [8, 9]. We may hypothesize that the complex organization of neuronal activity is especially important for computationally demanding cognitive processes, such as working memory. Working memory refers to the ability to maintain short-term information, and forms the basis of numerous cognitive processes. The multiplexing buffer model of working memory holds that short-term information is represented by the ordered activity of cell assemblies and that the multiple items retained in working memory are organized by theta-nested gamma subcycles [5]. A key assumption of this model is that the different gamma subcycles representing local neural computations correspond to different theta phases, which allows information maintenance and separation via oscillatory activity [5]. Here, in order to demonstrate the essential role of cross-frequency coupling in spatial working memory, neuronal oscillations in one of the key anatomical areas, i.e., the left prefrontal cortex [10, 11], were entrained by transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) while the study volunteers performed a spatial working memory task. According to the prevailing view, tACS entrainment leads to a frequency-specific phase realignment of the endogenous oscillations with the applied alternating current, as well as to a frequency-specific power enhancement [12–15]. In this study, conventional continuous theta (6 Hz) stimulation was applied as a standard effective intervention in the working memory function [16, 17]. Furthermore, considering the correlation between increased theta-gamma coupling and successful item memorization in the working memory tasks [18, 19], we introduced continuous theta and repetitive gamma co-stimulation—cross-frequency TACS (Figure 2)—with the aim of mimicking the natural distribution of gamma power over the theta cycle in the neocortex. We hypothesized that magnification of high gamma oscillations during the peaks or troughs of the theta wave would strengthen or weaken the endogenous coupling, and thus facilitate or hinder the informational processing in the affected brain area. Accordingly, it should also affect the corresponding functional network, leading to a detectable impact on performance. This would not only confirm an organizing role of phase-amplitude coupling but also pave the way for developing more elaborate stimulation paradigms for entrainment of ongoing brain activity.

In the present work, we demonstrate the true causal role of phase-amplitude coupling in healthy humans by linking...
During the experimental sessions, our volunteers performed one of the predefined versions of the visual-spatial working memory task (Figure 1). The order of the sessions and the versions of the task were randomized and counterbalanced across the volunteers. The individual hit rates and false alarm rates were collected to determine the behavioral outcomes of the intervention. According to signal detection theory [20], memory effectiveness in a given condition is estimated as follows: sensitivity index $d' = Z(\text{"hit rate"}) - Z(\text{"false alarm rate"})$, where $Z(p)$, $p \in [0,1]$. The tACS was applied over the left prefrontal cortex simultaneously with the administration of the memory test (Figure 2C). Resting-state EEGs were recorded immediately before and after the test and stimulation procedures, and were further analyzed to estimate the phase connectivity.

**RESULTS**

During the experimental sessions, our volunteers performed one of the predefined versions of the visual-spatial working memory task (Figure 1). The order of the sessions and the versions of the task were randomized and counterbalanced across the volunteers. The individual hit rates and false alarm rates were collected to determine the behavioral outcomes of the intervention. According to signal detection theory [20], memory effectiveness in a given condition is estimated as follows: sensitivity index $d' = Z(\text{"hit rate"}) - Z(\text{"false alarm rate"})$, where $Z(p)$, $p \in [0,1]$. The tACS was applied over the left prefrontal cortex simultaneously with the administration of the memory test (Figure 2C). Resting-state EEGs were recorded immediately before and after the test and stimulation procedures, and were further analyzed to estimate the phase connectivity.

**Theta-Gamma Coupling Organizes Spatial Working Memory**

In the first set of experiments, we evaluated the spatial working memory performance of the volunteers while they were receiving sham stimulation (Control), continuous single-frequency theta stimulation (SF-6), or cross-frequency tACS between the theta and gamma frequencies (Figures 2A and 2B, CF-6,80p and CF-6,80t). The subject-specific effect of the stimulation on $d'$ was then modeled using the generalized linear mixed-effect approach. The subsequent marginal ANOVA test demonstrated the significance of the stimulation on memory performance ($F_{3,60} = 5.04, p = 0.004$). The following pairwise bootstrap $t$ test (5,000 iterations, $p \leq 0.05$) revealed that whereas continuous theta stimulation improved memory performance as expected (Figure 3A), the effect of the cross-frequency stimulation depended on the resulting phase-amplitude structure of the stimulation signal. Synchronization of high gamma bursts with the troughs of theta oscillation cancelled out the positive effect of the continuous low-frequency entrainment per se; however, the opposite pattern strongly increased its effectiveness. Effect size in terms of standardized mean difference was estimated for each condition relative to the sham stimulation: $g_{SF-6} = 0.19$, $g_{CF-6,80p} = 0.1$, and $g_{CF-6,80p} = 0.48$.

Analysis of the reaction time revealed no significant changes with respect to the stimulation (Figure 3D; $F_{3,60} = 0.72$, $p = 0.54$). The effect of the session order on memory performance was insignificant according to the linear regression model ($p = 0.76$, $R^2 = 0.02$).

In the next step, we evaluated how modification of memory performance was reflected by changes in brain activity. This revealed a strong association between the increase in global phase connectivity and improvement of spatial working memory. The connectivity index (CI), which expresses the proportion of sensor pairs that demonstrate a significant increase in the weighted phase lag index, showed a clear-cut difference between the conditions (Figures 5A and 5D); the changes in phase connectivity were minor after placebo and ineffective stimulations ($CI_{\text{Control}} = 0.024$ and $CI_{\text{CF-6,80t}} = 0.005$) but significant after the successful intervention in the working memory process ($CI_{\text{SF-6}} = 0.090$ and $CI_{\text{CF-6,80p}} = 0.105$). The permutation test indicated that $CI = 0.075$ corresponded to the significance level 5%.

Looking at the behavioral and electrophysiological data together, we can conclude that cross-frequency tACS effectively enhances working memory performance in the affected brain area, but only if the high gamma oscillations are synchronized with the theta wave peaks. These results suggest that maintenance of the exact temporal organization of high gamma power fluctuations and theta phase is not only a correlative phenomenon but also an important prerequisite for the successful storage, manipulation, and/or recall of information in spatial working memory.

**Frequency Specificity of High Gamma Oscillations**

Based on the results of the first experiment, one of the most interesting questions was the importance of the exact frequency of the fast oscillatory activity for the maintenance of theta-gamma coupling. Although the characteristics of theta rhythm in the neocortex and its role in memory processes are relatively well known [19, 21], there are contradictory data regarding the frequency band and the optimum memory-related point of high gamma rhythm. Some of the previous correlative findings suggest that spatial working memory performance may be explained by theta phase-locked power fluctuations in the range of 60–100 Hz [11, 22], whereas other datasets demonstrate the greater involvement of faster oscillations (100–200 Hz) [23–26].
Moreover, there is a little doubt that these parameters highly depend on the anatomical structures and the types of cognitive tasks. Thus, for the second experiment, we modified the most successful stimulation protocol for cross-frequency tACS (CF-6,80p) by introducing a new variable—the frequency of the fast oscillatory component (100, 140, and 200 Hz).

The generalized linear mixed-effect model with a subsequent marginal ANOVA test confirmed the stimulation-related improvement in working memory performance (Figure 3B; $F_{3,52} = 2.95$, p = 0.04). The complementary bootstrap t test (5,000 iterations, $p \leq 0.05$) showed that spatial working memory performance was significantly strengthened by the tACS at any frequency of the fast oscillatory component in the range of 80–200 Hz, given the gamma bursts synchronization with the theta wave peaks. However, the highest effect size corresponded to the bursts of 80–100 Hz (Figure 4; $g_{CF-6,80p} = 0.48$ and $g_{CF-6,100p} = 0.45$), followed by a gradual decrease ($g_{CF-6,140p} = 0.35$ and $g_{CF-6,200p} = 0.26$).

No changes in reaction time were observed between the conditions (Figure 3E; $F_{3,52} = 0.34$, p = 0.79). The effect of the session order on memory performance was tested using linear regression ($p = 0.92$, $R^2 = 0.01$).

We also considered the impact of cross-frequency electrical interventions on the brain state. These results confirm the association between the prominent increase in phase connectivity and successful tACS intervention (Figures 5B and 5E). The connectivity index, as the measurement of the global changes in the phase lag index, reached the levels $CI_{CF-6,100p} = 0.119$, $CI_{CF-6,140p} = 0.100$, and $CI_{CF-6,200p} = 0.091$, compared to the insignificant increase after sham stimulation ($CI_{Control} = 0.043$). The permutation test indicated that $CI = 0.075$ corresponded to the significance level 5%.

The results of the second experiment suggest that cross-frequency coupling is characterized by the relatively stable parameters, not only in the time domain but also with regard to frequency. It seems reasonable to speculate that the optimal timing and rhythm are tightly linked to the properties of the functional as well as anatomical substrate. Here we were able to demonstrate the feasibility of experimental rectification of phase-amplitude coupling in the neocortex; further experiments might narrow the optimal parameters even more. Furthermore, our data suggest that theta-gamma coupling is manifested within a range of effective frequencies, rather than embodied in a single exact oscillation. This observation is consistent with the idea that functional brain networks have an optimal physiological state, with a range of sub-optimal configurations that eventually fall into a different, non-optimal state for a given task.

Control Experiment
To confirm the essential role of the interaction between slow and fast oscillatory components for cross-frequency tACS, we performed the third, control experiment. Bursts of 80 Hz alternating current with positive (Bursts+) or negative (Bursts−) direct current offset were delivered while the volunteers performed the working memory test. These stimulation conditions could be seen as a variation of the previous protocols CF-6,80p and CF-6,80t that lacked the continuous 6 Hz component. In addition, cross-frequency tACS with low-frequency gamma rhythm (40 Hz) as the faster component—condition CF-6,40p—was introduced to clarify the frequency specificity of the observed effects with regard to gamma rhythm involvement. Here, the generalized linear mixed-effect model showed no significant effects of the stimulations on working memory performance (Figure 3C; $F_{3,56} = 0.51$, p = 0.68). Evaluation of the global EEG phase
connectivity before and after the test confirmed no impact of the given stimulation conditions (Figures 5C and 5F). In comparison to the previous data, these results refute two alternative possibilities: (1) that high gamma bursts alone can be responsible for the improvement in working memory during cross-frequency tACS, and (2) that low-frequency gamma rhythm in the prefrontal cortex reflects the same processes as high-frequency gamma oscillations. This is apparent, because for the given visual-spatial working memory test, entrainment of 40 Hz activity in the prefrontal cortex did not improve performance. Moreover, no changes in the reaction time (Figure 3F; \( F_{3,56} = 0.53, p = 0.66 \)) were observed. Taken together, these findings further support the crucial role of the theta and high gamma interplay in the prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the current study was to investigate the causal role of theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling during spatial working memory in humans. To entrain neural oscillatory activity in a non-invasive and reversible manner, we used tACS selectively over the left prefrontal cortex, which is a key node in a network that underpins human spatial working memory [10, 11, 27]. In order to investigate the potential effects of biologically relevant...
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(40, 80, 100, 140, and 200 Hz bursts over the peaks of 6 Hz waves, done using the debiased estimator Hedges’ g. Calculations were the troughs of 6 Hz waves),

recently crystallized into the theory of oscillatory hierarchy [30, 31]. A growing body of correlative results suggests that slower

oscillatory activities and their exact spatiotemporal relations, we used traditional, single-frequency as well as novel, cross-frequency tACS protocols. These aimed to mimic the gamma power distribution over the theta cycles that are natural characteristics of the neural oscillatory pattern during working memory performance [5]. Our behavioral and electrophysiological analyses revealed three main findings: (1) both single-frequency and cross-frequency tACS altered the EEG characteristics of the brain state and boosted spatial working memory performance; (2) cross-frequency tACS was superior to single-frequency tACS when the gamma-burst stimulation was superimposed on the theta peak; and (3) the optimal frequency of the fast oscillatory component in cross-frequency tACS was not restricted to a single exact frequency but rather characterized by a relatively wide frequency range between 80 and 100 Hz.

Solving a spatial working memory task requires the retention of spatial information in the absence of the external stimulus, which anatomically involves a distributed network that includes the prefrontal and posterior-parietal cortex as well as the basal-ganglia and hippocampal formation [28, 29]. Effective information transmission across neural structures requires the spatiotemporal coordination of oscillatory activity, which was recently crystallized into the theory of oscillatory hierarchy [30, 31]. A growing body of correlative results suggests that slower frequencies, such as theta oscillation, that are capable of integrating a larger number of neurons, promote this cross-structural, cross-frequency neural communication [26, 32]. It was proposed that theta rhythm forms a temporal structure that organizes gamma-encoded units (like “shelves in a closet”), thus preventing them from mixing, and allows for careful processing and transmission of neural computations [33]. However, there is a longstanding debate about whether the voltage fluctuation in the extracellular medium generated by the synchronous population activity has any functional relevance or whether it is a mere epiphenomenon [34]. According to the ephaptic coupling hypothesis [35], the extracellular voltage gradient indeed plays a functional feedback role—e.g., by influencing spike field coherence—and affects membrane potential. To reveal the true functional role of the cross-frequency characteristics of the extracellular field, we artificially manipulated the electrical landscape of the prefrontal cortex by means of novel tACS protocols. In the present work, we provided sufficient evidence for the functional importance of the extracellular voltage gradient by generating a low-amplitude synthetic electric field that mimics theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling in spatial working memory under physiological conditions. Earlier studies have shown that low-intensity external fields (as weak as 0.2–0.3 mV/mm) can exert detectable influence on physiologically occurring local neural activity, despite its higher magnitude (approximately 2–4 mV/mm) [36, 37]. According to the reader-initiated neural communication concept, neural information transfer between the “sender” and the “reader” networks is controlled by the network dynamics, mainly phase, of the reader network. Indeed, one key assumption of the multiplexing buffer working memory model is that gamma subcycles are nested in preferred phases of the theta cycle. Our findings are in compelling agreement with the predictions of these models, as cross-frequency tACS protocols were only effective when gamma bursts were superimposed on the peak, and not on the trough, of the theta cycle. Moreover, we demonstrated a potential application of the cross-frequency concept for non-invasively altering the brain state and boosting working memory performance. Our results also have clinical relevance; numerous studies have reported abnormal cross-frequency coupling during the course of certain neurological and mental disorders, such as Parkinson’s syndrome, schizophrenia, and anxiety [38, 39].

However, detailed investigation is needed to clarify specifically the behavioral relevance of cross-frequency tACS, and whether its effect operates at the encoding, maintenance, or recollection stages. Also, further research is needed to reveal whether cross-frequency tACS in the prefrontal cortex directly modulates high gamma oscillations. Because the present study utilized surface EEG to characterize the brain state prior to and following tACS, the investigation of high gamma oscillation was technically not feasible. Advancing our knowledge of the effect of cross-frequency tACS on oscillatory activity will require the use of additional neuroimaging techniques, such as electrocorticography or magnetoencephalography.

Overall, the present results support and extend the theory of cross-frequency organization of the oscillations in the neocortex. We demonstrated the dependence of spatial working memory function on the phase-amplitude organization of the entrained
theta and gamma rhythms as well as the reasonable frequency specificity of this entrainment. Further investigations into cross-frequency coupling to clarify the role of multiple stimulation sites and the intensity relation between theta and gamma activity promise an interesting avenue of scientific research and clinical practice.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Participants**

Forty-seven healthy, adult volunteers (25 females, ages 19–28) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were recruited for the study after having given written informed consent. None of the participants had symptoms or history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, brain injury, or drug-dependent chronic conditions. Twelve volunteers reported previous experience with transcranial electrical stimulation. All participants were naive with respect to the cognitive test. Sixteen volunteers completed the first experiment, and 14 completed the second. In the second experiment, 2 volunteers did not appear for all sessions, and their data were excluded from analysis. An additional 15 volunteers were enrolled in the control experiment. None of the participants reported any stimulation-related side effects during or after the sessions.

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and with the approval of the ethics committee of the Georg-August University Göttingen.

**Experimental Procedure**

Three experiments were conducted successively with separate recruitment calls. Each experiment included four sessions in a randomized and counterbalanced order. Sessions were separated by at least 48 hr. All volunteers attended a personal introductory meeting where they were familiarized with the laboratory and the procedure. Every session consisted of (1) a pre-stimulation, resting-state EEG recording, (2) a working memory test, and (3) a post-stimulation, resting-state EEG recording. tACS was applied while the participants performed the working memory task.

**Working Memory Test**

Participants performed the two-back version of the visual-spatial match-to-sample test [11]. The test was generated with PsychoPy software [40]. It consisted of 80 trials and required approximately 9 min to complete (Figure 1). In each trial, there were three events separated by intervals of 1–2 s: a stimulus (the appearance of a group of three or six dark blue dots on the screen), a test image (the appearance of a single black dot on the screen), and a response period. Volunteers were requested to press the “yes” or “no” button during the response period, indicating whether the location of the dot in the test image matched the stimulus in the two-back trial. The order of trials was pseudo-randomized across the sessions. Responses were acquired using a dedicated response pad (RB-740; Cedrus).

**EEG and Transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation**

All experiments were conducted in a laboratory shielded from sound and electromagnetic signals. Electrical stimulation and recording were carried out using the specialized EEG-tACS system NEXT WAVE (EBS Technologies). The EEG was recorded against a common average reference signal using the passive Ag/AgCl electrodes applied to 21 standard positions according to the international 10-20 system. The sampling rate was 2 kHz at an analog-digital precision of 24 bits.

Stimulation was delivered via five flat, round, rubber electrodes (1 cm), which were affixed with conductive paste under the EEG cap. The central electrode was positioned over the AF3 position according to the international 10-10 system, and four opposing electrodes were equally spaced at a distance of 6 cm from AF3 (Figure 2C). The sampling rate of the stimulation signal was 1 MHz at an analog-digital precision of 24 bits. Stimulation was delivered via five flat, round, rubber electrodes (1 cm), which were affixed with conductive paste under the EEG cap. The central electrode was positioned over the AF3 position according to the international 10-20 system, and four opposing electrodes were equally spaced at a distance of 6 cm from AF3 (Figure 2C). The sampling rate of the stimulation signal was 1 MHz at an analog-digital precision of 12 bits (=0.5 μA). A 1 mA peak-to-base-line alternating current was applied for 10 min during the memory test procedure, which included 10 s fade-in and fade-out periods. Impedance was kept below 10 kΩm.

![Figure 5. Phase Connectivity Difference Maps](image)

**Figure 5. Phase Connectivity Difference Maps**

(A–C) Resting-state EEG was recorded during every session for 3 min immediately before and after the test-stimulation procedure. In order to quantify the changes in brain state, phase connectivity was estimated using the debiased weighted phase lag index algorithm and compared with the non-parametric bootstrap test (p < 0.01). In the figure, pairs of sensors that exhibited a significant post-test increase of phase connectivity are linked. Stimulation waveforms are illustrated by colored clouds.

(D–F) Connectivity index represents the global increase in phase connectivity for a given condition. The gray zone denotes the level of statistical significance according to the permutation test (*p < 0.05). Please see Figure S1 regarding the correlations between the phase connectivity and working memory performance.
The mesh was done using Gmsh [45]. The resulting electric field confirmed the baseline. Bursts were synchronized with the continuous wave and lasted [20]. Hit rates and false alarm rates were combined in the sensitivity index:

\[ \text{hit rate} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]

\[ \text{false alarm rate} = \frac{FP}{FP + TN} \]

The mean of the distribution of signal plus noise from one side and the noise was considered statistically significant.

The impact of the stimulation on memory performance was tested using the generalized linear mixed-effect model, where “stimulation condition” was taken as the fixed-effect factor and “participant id” as the random-effect factor. Parameters of the model were estimated using the maximum pseudo-likelihood method and fitted using the log link function. The marginal ANOVA test was applied to estimate the significance of the fixed-effect factor. Subsequently, the non-parametric bootstrap test (p ≤ 0.05) was used for pairwise comparisons between the conditions. For this test, the null hypothesis distribution of the T scores was estimated for every comparison using the bootstrapping approach (5,000 iterations). The true observed T score was then compared with the null distribution, and a binary decision was made whether the observed T score had a 5% or less chance to occur under the null hypothesis. Separately, effect size was calculated as the standardized mean difference using the estimator Hedges’ g [46] for every real stimulation condition compared to the sham stimulation. In comparison to other approaches, this estimator is debiased with respect to sample size. It is common to interpret Hedges’ g > 0.8 as a large effect, g > 0.5 as a medium effect, and g > 0.2 as a small effect.

**Connectivity Analysis**

EEG data were analyzed using MATLAB 8.5 (MathWorks) with the FieldTrip toolbox [47]. Initially, all datasets were band-pass filtered from 1 to 45 Hz with an eighth-order non-causal Butterworth IIR filter and divided into 2-s-long epochs with 50% overlap. The epochs were then linearly detrended and down-sampled to 1 kHz. They were subsequently semi-automatically analyzed for the presence of ocular and muscular artifacts using the adaptive z threshold. Trials with extreme variance were rejected. Data from 4 sessions out of 180 were excluded entirely, for technical reasons.

Phase connectivity was estimated in the sensor space. First of all, frequency analysis was performed for every trial using the multitaper method. We focused our attention on the frequency band from the half-harmonic (3 Hz) to the second-order harmonic (12 Hz) frequencies around the 6 Hz carrying rhythm that formed the basis of all our tACSs. The debiased weighted phase lag index (wPLI) was computed for every pair of electrodes and averaged across the trials. Compared to other approaches, wPLI has the advantage of low sensitivity to the volume conduction and noise of a different origin [48]. Moreover, it is debiased with respect to sample size.

Finally, for every condition, pre- and post-stimulation phase lag indices were compared by non-parametric bootstrap tests (5,000 iterations, p ≤ 0.01) using MATLAB. Phase connectivity difference maps were visualized using BrainNet Viewer [49]. The connectivity index was then estimated for every condition as follows:

\[CI = sp\_sig / sp\_total,\]

where sp\_sig is the number of sensor pairs that demonstrates the significant modulation of connectivity and sp\_total is the total number of sensor pairs. A permutation test was introduced to estimate the level of significance. To that end, matrices of the wPLIs corresponding to all conditions before and after the stimulation were randomly permuted to generate dummy data. These data entered the analysis as described above. The procedure was repeated 10,000 times, and the resulting distribution of the connectivity indices was used to estimate the 95% confidence interval. Connectivity indices that exceeded this interval (CI ≥ 0.075 for the given datasets) were considered statistically significant.
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**Sham Stimulation: Control**

In the first and third experiments, electrical current was applied for short periods (30 s) at the beginning of the session and then turned off. This procedure induces skin sensations similar to the real stimulation without any detectable impact on the brain state [41]. In the second experiment, in order to control for possible saturation of the recording electrodes, tACS was applied with a frequency of 80 Hz for the entire time, but at a lower intensity (0.2 mA peak to baseline). This low-intensity stimulation has no known effect on cortical excitability, and should not have had a significant effect on any other parameters [42]. Analysis of the performance data revealed no difference between the control conditions.

**Single-Frequency Alternating Current Stimulation: SF-6**

A continuous, sinusoidal 6 Hz stimulation was applied at an intensity of 1 mA peak to baseline.

**Cross-Frequency Alternating Current Stimulation: CF-“Theta-Gamma Frequencies”**

This stimulation consisted of two superimposed components: continuous low wave, and repetitive bursts of fast oscillations. The slow component was the 6 Hz sinusoidal stimulation with 0.6 mA peak-to-baseline current for every corresponding condition. The fast component frequency was 40 Hz (condition CF-6,40t, 80 Hz (CF-6,80t and CF-6,80p), 100 Hz (CF-6,100p), 140 Hz (CF-6,140p), or 200 Hz (CF-6,200p) at 0.4 mA peak to baseline. Bursts were synchronized with the continuous wave and lasted for 50 ms during every trough (CF-6,80t) or peak (CF-6,40p, CF-6,80p, CF-6,100p, CF-6,140p, and CF-6,200p). Temporally accurate fusing of the components was achieved by dedicated hardware and monitored with an oscilloscope.

**Gamma-Burst Stimulation: Bursts**

Bursts of 80 Hz alternating current were applied for 50 ms six times per s with a current of 0.4 mA peak to baseline with positive or negative DC offset (Bursts+ or Bursts−). Total intensity was equal to 1 mA peak to baseline. These stimulation conditions were designed to reproduce the conditions CF-6,80t and CF-6,80p without the continuous slow-wave component.

**Stimulation montage**

The main stimulation electrode was always positioned over the point AF3 according to the international 10–10 EEG system. Four return electrodes were equally spaced at a distance of 6 cm around the main electrode. This electrode montage was used to affect the left prefrontal cortex. The anatomical target was validated by simulating the applied electric field. The realistic, finite element model was generated and solved using SimNIBS 2 [43, 44]. The following compartments were used in the model: scalp (n = 466 S/m), bone (n = 0.010 S/m), cerebrospinal fluid (n = 1.654 S/m), gray matter (n = 0.275 S/m), and white matter (n = 0.126 S/m). Post-processing and visualization of the mesh was done using Gmsh [45]. The resulting electric field confirmed the left prefrontal cortex as the target region (Figure 2C).

**Working Memory Task**

Working memory performance was analyzed using signal detection theory [20]. Hit rates and false alarm rates were combined in the sensitivity index d′ as follows:

\[d' = Z(\text{hit rate}) - Z(\text{false alarm rate}),\]

where Z(p), p ∈ [0, 1].

According to the theory, sensitivity index d′ represents the distance between the mean of the distribution of signal plus noise from one side and the noise distribution from the other side, where the mean of the noise distribution is zero and both distributions have an SD of one. Applied to cognitive science, d’ is used as the bias-free measure of observer sensitivity in tasks with response. Although the sensitivity index is a dimensionless statistic, we performed the computational simulation of the two-back visual-spatial match-to-sample test to determine the parameters of the random behavior: d′ = 0 ± 0.77 (mean ± 99% confidence interval). Thus, for the given working memory test, the probability that index d’ would exceed 0.77 by chance was less than 0.5%.

In view of the crossover design of our study, the significance of the learning effect was controlled using the linear regression model with “session order” as the categorical predictor variable and d′ as the response variable.

---
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